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Kubit
When less is more

The Kubit range is a practical and dynamic group of units that will sit 
comfortably in a space without dominating it.

The quest for a crisp contemporary style has led to the introduction of 
narrow edge profiles, finely defined and cleanly executed; a new look 
that is in tune with today’s minimalist thinking.  The cabinets are avail-
able entirely in white, or you can specify front panels in a different fin-
ish. When you choose from our laminate or real timber veneer ranges 
you are adding your individual touch to an already distinctive style.

Kubit desks continue the minimal theme by using a distinctive edge pro-
file to make the tops appear thinner, a look which is complemented by 
the unique Logos trapezoidal leg system. Using this design means that 
we can provide you with anything from a single desk to multiples of 
workstations, in any configuration.



SPECIFICATIONS

Options  Desk featuring 25mm top & Logos leg system
  Return featuring 25mm top & Logos leg system
  Mobile pedestal: 3 drawers, 12mm top and ends 
  Lateral file: 2 drawers, 12mm top and ends
  Bookcase base: Swing doors, 12mm top and ends
  Open bookcase top: 12mm top, ends & shelves,  
  non-adjustable shelves, suit large binders.
Finishes  Standard cabinets and desks are finished in
  environmentally superior E0 grade MDF board in  
  White with 12mm top and ends. Optional finishes are  
  available for the front panels in a variety of colours, or  
  in certified FSC timber veneer. Desk options limited to  
  veneers in place of white.
Features  Lockable storage units
Warranty 10 years
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Kubit Bookcase Base

Kubit Bookcase Base with Bookcase Top

Kubit Lateral File

Kubit Lateral File with Bookcase Top

Kubit Mobile Pedestal

Kubit Desk featuring Logos Leg System
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